WOOLWICH FERRY 7
BERMONDSEY 0

The Ferry have well and truly put themselves in the Division One title mix after thrashing bottom
placed Bermondsey, who look to have a long winter ahead of them

Scott Marsh (26.03)

4-0

Paul Ferguson (19.33)

Marsh strolled to victory in the opening contest, one of four in which the visitors were unable to get
a leg on the board. In what seemed the blink of an eye, Marsh found himself taking a three nil lead,
but Ferguson had darts in the third. Marsh then asserted his superiority, starting leg four with a
maximum before closing the match out in 15 darts with a 120 finish.

Clive Barden (21.55)

4-0

Ryan Wilson (17.77)

The second game was almost a carbon copy of the first. Barden took out 68 in leg one, and eased
through the next. Leg three took some winning, but he too found a maximum in leg four which saw
him complete the task in 16 darts to double the hosts lead.

Bradley Halls (23.86)

4-0

Will Doherty (17.60)

The streak of legs showed no sign of abating as Ferry made it three whitewashes on the spin. Halls
took the match without giving Doherty such much as a sniff at a double. The second leg took a bit
longer to secure but the solid scoring ensured Halls would never be in trouble at any point to leave
Bermondsey almost down and out.

Glen Couldwell (26.88)

4-3

Rob Edwards (24.65)

In contrast to the first three games of the evening, this game was more of a contest and saw some
high quality finishing from both players. Cuoldwell hit the big scores from the off, taking the first
before Edwards hit back. A superb 140 checkout brought the visitors their first leg of the evening’s
play, and he then broke the Couldwell throw to take leg three. The favour was instantly returned,
and Couldwell edged back ahead, taking the fifth courtesy of a 61. Edwards produced another fine
finish, taking out 843 to send a great game all the way. It was fitting that it took another hiogh
checkout to take the match. Edwards started off well, but Couldwell fought back with a maximum
which was topped off with a great 74 to give Ferry the overall win.

Ben Cheeseman (26.72)

4-0

Shane Wilson (24.17)

If the finishing was good already, then Cheeseman raised the bar in game five. Wilson matched him
blow for blow in the first two legs in the scoring stakes, but could only sit back and admire as
Cheeseman won both with some blistering checkouts. 100 saw him take the opener and he followed
with another ton plus, 112 in leg two. Wilson tried valiantly to hang in but Cheeseman had the upper

hand, breaking again in the third before going on to seal the deal in the fourth and crowning a fine
display.

Paul Amos (28.29)

4-2

Paul Rafferty (25.27)

The red segment had taken a battering all night and there was no let up in this one. Amos held in the
opener, Rafferty started slowly but did put some pressure on with a maximum. Amos then cemented
the lead with yet another ton plus finish, a 110 on this occasion. Rafferty called on all his experience,
and dragged himself back into the match by taking the third and fourth legs. He had no answer to
the scoring power of Amos in the fifth, and fared little better as “Moo Moo” put him out to pasture
in leg six.

Darren Peetoom (25.90)

4-0

Geoff Newbury (20.27)

The full house was completed, but Newbury started the better of the two and took the first leg. He
couldn’t maintain the scoring from then on as Peetoom slowly assumed control and took four legs
on the bounce. A maximum came in the last leg of the contest as Ferry duly got the clean sweep.
Ferry now are only a point behind Welling A and are tied for second place with Romford A. They
have another home fixture next, with Bethnal Green heading south of the river. Bermondsey are
already nine points adrift at the bottom of the table, and face another tough assignment with
Romford A at Nolan’s.

